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1te ontsnappen ult
, 'erschil lende speci-
en bekeken.
Summary
Finite mixtr"rre (FM) models have become a standard tool to address research
cluestions in c-lifferent scientific fielcls. This thesis provides arr overvieu, of the
methodology, some applications, and further extensions of the theory. Chapter 2
p;ives an overview of the field and provides the setting for Chapters 3 to 6.
Chapter 3 illustrates FM modelling with the purpose of improving the ef-
iectiveness of the sc'rcial rnarketing oi familv 1'rianning programmes. It is shown
that the use of ptost hoc segmentation techniques could effectively identify sub-
populations that have similar intentions and behaviour and are likely to respond
si m i la rly ttr l-,r m i ly plarr rt i ng progr(l nr mes.
Chaplsl 4 explores the use of bootstrap methods in FM urodels. lt shows that
these methods can help measure both parameter and classification uncertainties.
It is also shown that the exact implementation of this computer-intensive tech-
nique for FM models is not straightforward. lrr pt-rrticular, the label-sr.t'itcl-ring
problem can be severe and has to be addressed with care. Measures of classifica-
tion uncertainty at aggregate and individual levels were discussed. Aggregate
or bootstrapr classifiers for model-based clusterirrg are proposed as an alterna-
tive to the Bt'ryes classifier.
Chapter 5 focuses on model selection based on the information criteria for
FM models. A large-scale Monte Carlo study comparing 17 information criteria
is performecl. A new procedure is introduced to control the level of separation of
componerrts. It is found that the Akaike Information criterion with penalisation
factor of 3 (AIC3) has the best overall performance of all the information criteria.
Chapter 6 compares the EM, SEM and MCMC algorithms for univariate
Gaussian mixture models. Their relative performance for log-likelihoocls r.t ith
particularly problem..rtic shapes, involving riclges and/or saddle points, is in-
vestigated. We found that the convergence of the EM algorithm can be ex-
tremely slor,v and dependent upon the type of starting valnes, stopping rule,
irnd tolerance level. As ;r consequellce, the EM trlgorithm often fails to con-
verge to the global m.lximum of thc. log-likelihood surface. It is shown that the
SEM and MCMC algorithms escape from saddle points in the log-likelihood as
tr result of the simulation steps. The effect of different prior specifications and
label-srvitching strategies are discussed ars rvell.
